Student Investment Account Application
Part One: General Information (Application)
School Year
District
Webpage Where
SIA Plan will be
Posted
Contact Person

2019-2020
Oregon Trail School District
www.oregontrailschools.com/
Name: Tim Werner
Email: timothy.werner@ortrail.k12.or.us
Phone: 503-668-5541 x4002

Part Two: Narrative (Application)
A brief description of your district and the exact issues SIA funding will address as outlined in your 3-year plan. Be
sure to share how it relates to the two purposes stated in the law; meeting students’ mental and behavioral health
needs and reducing disparities an increasing academic achievement for historically underserved student.

The Oregon Trail School District is composed of 425 square miles serving the communities of
the Mt. Hood Villages, Sandy, and Boring. We are made up of one high school, three middle
schools, five elementary schools, and one K-12 IB charter school.
OTSD DEMOGRAPHICS
American Indian/Alaska Native Students 1%
Asian Students 1%
Black/African American Students 1%
Hispanic/Latino Students 14%
Multiracial Students 5%
White Students 78%

While the district is the largest employer in Sandy, it is a growing community with the city of
Sandy itself more than doubling in size since 2000. The district opened a new Sandy High
School in 2012 after passing a bond in 2008 and we are currently at or above capacity in 4
elementary buildings and Boring Middle School. The district has taken a fiscally conservative
approach to its budget since the economy stabilized from the recession. While some districts
over the last 8 years have continued to reduce staff and cut school days based on state
funding, the Oregon Trail School District has slowly added back staff, student instructional
time, and professional development time for staff. With increased population growth
however, we have seen growing K-8 class sizes and greater need for student behavior and
mental health supports.
Our charter school, Oregon Trail Academy serves approximately 280 students in its K-12
International Baccalaureate program, in addition to providing a 6-12 online program.
Located in a small, rural area in Boring, class sizes are some of the lowest in the district.
However, the smaller enrollments in the specialized MYP and DYP secondary programs
creates a long term financial hurdle for charter. The charter school community was included
in the district-wide engagement process and is part of the district SIA application.
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OTA DEMOGRAPHICS
American Indian/Alaska Native Students 1%
Asian Students 3%
Black/African American Students 1%
Multiracial Students 5%
White Students 85%

The mission of the Oregon Trail School District is to provide students with access to rigorous,
relevant, robust and reliable education experiences. Regardless of where our students come
from or which school they attend, all students deserved quality instruction in a supportive
environment to help them arrive at the future that they deserve. The SIA funding will
increase and support the district’s ongoing efforts to increasing academic achievement for all
students while reducing academic disparities and providing mental and behavioral health
supports to our students. Utilizing district-wide feedback and pairing it with a wide,
disaggregated needs assessment, the district plans to focus its spending in all areas, but
particularly in the areas Class Size Reduction, Health and Safety, and Well-Rounded
Education.

Part Three: Community Engagement and Input (Application)
Describe your approach to community engagement

While we have had systems in place for community engagement, we continue to review our
process and have sought out and expanded opportunities to hear from underrepresented
groups. Beyond each school’s Site Council’s and PTC groups, the Superintendent Leadership
Council, made up of parents representing each school, meets monthly with the
Superintendent. In addition, the district has regular meetings with the City of Sandy, Police
and Fire Departments, Chamber of Commerce Education Committee, the Sandy Ministerial
group and biannual ELL Family nights at each school. The district also meets regularly with
Union leadership groups to ensure ongoing conversation and consultation. These Labor
Management meetings occur monthly with both Certified and Classified staff. We have done
district-wide surveys, including this year, which we emphasized gathering input from our EL
families at our fall ELL nights. We are seeking to expand our Leadership Council
representation to ensure representation from a wider variety of our subgroup populations.
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If the goal is meaningful, authentic and ongoing community engagement, where are you in that process? What
barriers, if any, were experienced and how might you anticipate and resolve those issues in future engagement
efforts?

We are in the process of continuing to expand our community engagement. We have
consistent structures in place that provide meaningful and ongoing engagement at the school
and district level but we are in need of ensuring we can get all groups and representatives
from all of our communities to be represented. We have used our EL Family Nights to engage
with our EL families, however we need to continue our outreach to our Latinx families and
ensure representation in our community groups like Site Councils and the district Leadership
Council. Language has been a barrier to communication. A priority to hire Spanish speaking
staff positions in order to improve communication with our Spanish speaking families is key.
We also hope to add a bilingual communication specialist with SIA funds to work with the
district and specific schools to provide a more targeted approach to engaging our Spanish
speaking community.
Over the last few years the district has engaged with school Administrators to rethink how
each school communicates with their families. Parent/Teacher conference attendance was
stagnant or dropping and there were limited opportunities for parents and community to
engage with their schools. Schools were encouraged to move beyond monthly newsletters
and annual parent/teacher conferences that were pre-scheduled on specific calendar dates.
Schools were given the flexibility to communicate with their stakeholders and identify more
effective ways to engage with parents and guardians. School based communication and
conference plans became individualized by each school and can be adjusted. The goal is to
increase parent engagement and improve communication and engagement, provide
information about what is happening with schools and inform parents about student progress.
School plans are adjusted each year based on parent feedback and participation data.
Schools have gone beyond single conference days/evenings to include Back to School Nights,
Curriculum Nights, targeted conferences via teacher or grade level team invitations, weekly
school newsletters and in many cases weekly email communication from teachers.
Participation data and surveys are reviewed by Principals and Site Councils annually to adjust
school communication plans.
The 19-20 school year also included site based community meetings throughout the fall
regarding long term facility needs and funding areas. District staff met separately with each
school staff and school community around a plan to meet the needs from the Long Range
Facility Assessment and how to prepare for the population growth and bring each elementary
school building to create equitable learning spaces throughout the district.
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What relationships and/or partnerships will you cultivate to improve future engagement?

We will continue our work to cultivate our established school and district-wide communication
groups and seek to add diversified perspectives to these groups. Identifying educational
stakeholders who aren’t currently participating in school based or district-wide groups and
aren’t able to connect with the variety of technologies the district uses to communicate is
important in order to identify needed supports from families that don’t routinely participate.
We have also worked with AntFarm Youth Services, a local nonprofit supporting youth in
Sandy, OR.
What resources would enhance your engagement efforts? How can ODE support your continuous improvements?

We will look to utilize SIA funds to assist with reaching out to our Spanish speaking families
and improve our communication efforts to make sure their feedback and input is included in
the process. We have added Parent Square as our primary communication system for schools
and the district to communicate directly with parents.
Who was engaged, and how did you engage them? (This looks like it will be check boxes on the application)

The district used survey’s in English and Spanish that were sent via email. Translated hard
copies of the survey were given out at our Elementary EL Nights to ensure EL family
participation. The district also met in person with the different groups listed above.
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Why did you select the artifacts you chose to upload with your application? How do they show evidence of
engaging focal student populations, their families and the community?

The documents were chosen as a representative of stakeholder engagement meetings that we
held with various groups and as an example of the disaggregated data we pulled from the
survey results.
Describe at least 2 strategies you executed to engage each of the focal student groups and their families present
within your district and community. Explain why those strategies were used.

The goal was to get a wide range of input from our stakeholders and to hear from our
underrepresented populations. Two strategies we used were surveys and in person focus
group meetings. We felt surveys were the most efficient way to get feedback from the largest
cross section of our district community. We could also set it up in a way that we could
disaggregate the responses by different categories such as Parent, Community Member,
Student, ethnicity, and review the data to determine if particular groups had different
priorities for the funding. The use of in person meetings was used to be able to get firsthand
information from each group and be able to follow up with additional questions if needed. It
also gave the district a chance to answer questions and go into more detail about the process
and SSA in general. Including EL family nights and a Migrant education family night allowed us
to get information from often unrepresented groups of Latinx and economically disadvantaged
families. Our district PTC/Volunteer focus group included parents of students in Special
Education programs. Economically disadvantaged, Latinx, and Special Education are our
largest subgroup populations.
Describe at least 2 activities you executed to engage each of the focal student groups and their families present
within your district and community. Explain why those strategies were used.

We had our middle schools and high school administer the survey during the students’
Advisory period. We wanted to be able to get feedback from students from all backgrounds
and we felt if we were to leave it up to the student to take it on their own, we would get a
limited number of response. In addition, by administering the survey during Advisory,
students would have their Advisory teacher there to help clarify or answer any questions that
could come up while taking the survey. Another activity we did was printing out the survey
questions in Spanish and handing them out at our elementary Family ELL nights. While the
survey was sent out in Spanish via our district technology channels, we wanted to ensure we
heard from our EL parents so a translated hard copy of the survey was handed out to all
parents at the ELL night and collected from them.
Describe at least 2 strategies and activities you executed to engage staff. Explain why those strategies were used.

Similar strategies were used with staff. Staff were sent the survey that went to parents,
community and students and we were able to separate out their responses from the group to
narrow in on their specific feedback. The union leadership also sent out a survey to gather
input. Union leadership sat down with district personnel to discuss and go through the
responses form that survey as well. Discussions between the union leadership and the district
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about SIA funds also took place during monthly Labor Management meetings that the union
leadership has with district leadership. On site school meetings took place in the fall at each
building as well in reviewing our long term facility needs and plans.
Describe and distill what you learned from your community and staff. How did you apply that input to inform your
planning.

The feedback we received reinforced our premise that the years of underfunding in Oregon
education has produced a lot of needs across the board. Each of the SIA funding areas were
prioritized as a need, with Student Health and Safety and Class Size reduction being the overall
top two priorities. The feedback we received was also layered with district data,
disaggregated, to elevate priority needs.
Parents cited class size reduction and increased student access to mental and behavioral
supports as their top priorities. Migrant parents and EL families stated a need for more
bilingual staff. Student Health and Safety was also a top priority. Special Education parents
noted a need for additional Special Education supports. Middle school parents reinforced the
large class sizes in our middle schools.
Staff feedback included class size reduction as a high priority as well as elective programs and
curriculum resources under “Well Rounded Education”. In a separate union survey staff
reiterated the need for class size reductions, increased counseling support and increased
elementary specials (PE, art, music).
Student feedback listed increased access to mental, behavioral and counseling supports as
well as expanded electives and access to technology.
Each area in the four allowable investment areas were identified as a need by different
respondents. Our plan focuses heavily on the priorities identified. In addition, by overlaying
our district wide data and an equity lens we plan to address multiple needs with the
expenditures that help reduce academic disparities and increase student mental and
behavioral supports.
Part Four: Data Analysis (Application)
Describe the data sources you used and how that data informs equity-based decision making.

The data our district reviewed included the following sources: School and district level
academic and behavioral data, Staff survey’s, Parent and Student Survey, District ORIS
Assessment, Stakeholder engagement meeting responses (includes District Leadership Council
(parents), School Site Councils, District PTC/Volunteer meeting, Chamber of Commerce Career
Education Committee, ELL Family Nights, Migrant Family Education Night), Oregon Healthy
Teens Survey, Youth Truth Climate Survey from high school students, McKinstry Long Range
Facility Assessment, Soderstrom Functional Capacity Assessment/Report and Cost Analysis,
Portland State Population Study for OTSD, District enrollment counts, class size reviews and
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Specialist caseloads. As we look at the data we disaggregate it to identify students and/or
groups of students who are not achieving, struggling to achieve, and identify other areas of
disparity. Using an equity lens, we seek to identify those who are in need of additional
supports and work to identify the barriers in the way of achievement. Decisions regarding
funding aim to reduce barriers for those struggling students.

Part Five: SIA Plan
Outcomes are the changes you are trying to cause.
Outcomes are specific, measurable statements that let you know when you have reached your
goal. Thorough outcome statements include who will change, what will change, how much it
will change, and how the change will be measured.
Outcomes may be changes in student achievement and growth; changes in policy and practice;
changes in student participation and access to programs and courses; changes in adult
behaviors, practices, or beliefs, changes in systems, etc
Outcome 1
Outcome 2
Outcome 3
Outcome 4

Increase overall student academic achievement while reducing achievement
gaps.
Improve school climate with greater student access to health, behavioral,
social/emotional, and academic supports.
Consistent, effective, and equitable teaching practices across elementary
schools.
Create more flexible, responsive, engaged, and differentiated learning
experiences.
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Strategy
designed to
achieve your
outcomes

Strategy #1
Lower class sizes in highest need areas

#1 _x__
Which
outcome(s)
will this
strategy
address, and
how?

If we lower core content class sizes, then student access to academic, behavior, and social/emotional
supports will increase, and academic achievement will improve.

#2 _x___
#3 _____
#4 ____

Specific Activities that will support strategy #1
Activity 1.1
Hire 5.5 FTE to lower middle school core content class sizes
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 1.1
Building Administrators and HR department
Measures of Evidence for Activity 1.1
 Lower core content class sizes
 Increased minutes for health and PE
Activity 1.2
Hire 2.0 FTE at targeted elementary grade levels
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 1.2
Building Principal and HR department
Measures of Evidence for Activity 1.2
 Measureable reduction in primary (K-2) class sizes
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Strategy
designed to
achieve your
outcomes

Strategy #2
Increase student access to health, behavioral, social/emotional, and academic
supports
#1 __X__

Which
outcome(s)
will this
strategy
address, and
how?

If we increase FTE in counseling and special education supports, then we will better able to
proactively and prescriptively meet students needs, and school climate will improve.

#2 __X__
#3 _____
#4 _____

Specific Activities that will support strategy #2
Activity 2.1
Increase district Special Education supports by adding 2.2 FTE elementary Learning
Specialists, 1.0 School Psychologist, and 1.0 Speech/Language Pathologist.
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 2.1
Building Principal
Student Services Department
Measures of Evidence for Activity 2.1
 Lower caseload numbers in each of those areas we hire to ensure
greater support for the students being served
Activity 2.2
Increase elementary counseling by 1.4 FTE to have a full time counselor in each K-5/K-8
building.
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 2.2
HR Department
Measures of Evidence for Activity 2.2
Lower caseload numbers for student counselors to ensure greater
support for the students being served
Activity 2.3
Increase School Nurse staffing by 1.375 FTE
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 2.3
Student Services Director
HR Department
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Measures of Evidence for Activity 2.3
 This will ensure that schools have greater access to a nurse for
student health concerns
Activity 2.4
Secondary Drug/Alcohol counseling services
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 2.4
Student Services and High School Administration
Measures of Evidence for Activity 2.4
 By providing drug/alcohol counseling service to our secondary
students we hope to lower the number of repeat offenders and
the number of suspensions for drug and alcohol violations
Activity 2.5
1.0 FTE District Bus Safety Monitor
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 2.5
Transportation company
HR
Measures of Evidence for Activity 2.5
Monitor will assist driver on challenging routes and work to implement
district PBIS system on the bus
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Strategy
designed to
achieve your
outcomes

Strategy #3
Increase instructional and curriculum supports for staff

#1 __x__
Which
outcome(s)
will this
strategy
address, and
how?

If we increase instructional and curriculum supports then teachers will consistently implement high
leverage and engaging instructional strategies and student achievement will increase.

#2 _____
#3 __x__
#4 __x__

Specific Activities that will support strategy #3
Activity 3.1
Add an additional day in teacher contract for professional development
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 3.1
HR Department
Measures of Evidence for Activity 3.1
K-12 Professional Development on identified day

Activity 3.2
Hire 1.0 FTE Teaching and Learning Support Coordinator
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 3.2
Teaching and Learning Director
Measures of Evidence for Activity 3.2
 Increased time and support for schools professional development
implementation
 Increased support for EL students and ELD staff
Activity 3.3
Hire 1.0 FTE Instructional Coach
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 3.3
Teaching and Learning Director
HR Department
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Measures of Evidence for Activity 3.3
 Increased support for implementation of elementary core
intervention programs
Activity 3.4
Purchase curriculum for new elementary classrooms, middle school SEL/Health expansion,
and updated cultural library selection
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 3.4
Teaching and Learning Director
Measures of Evidence for Activity 3.4
 Curriculum in classrooms and libraries to support new elementary
classes
 Expanded middle school SEL support
 Increased culturally diverse reading selections in district libraries
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Strategy
designed to
achieve your
outcomes

Strategy #4
Increase access to greater programs and activities

#1 _____
Which
outcome(s)
will this
strategy
address, and
how?

If we increase student access to programs and activities, then students will be more active and
increase connection to their schools, and student attendance will improve.

#2 __X__
#3 _____
#4 _____

Specific Activities that will support strategy #4
Activity 4.1
Hire additional 1.2 FTE elementary PE teachers
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 4.1
Building Administrators
HR Department
Measures of Evidence for Activity 4.1
Increase weekly elementary PE minutes by 50%

Activity 4.2
Increase access to after school programs and/or activities
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 4.2
Teaching and Learning Director
Measures of Evidence for Activity 4.2
 Increase in the number of students participating in after school
programs/activities
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Strategy
designed to
achieve your
outcomes

Strategy # 5
Increase student access to technology/software to provide greater
differentiation and academic supports
#1 _____

Which
outcome(s)
will this
strategy
address, and
how?

If we increase student access to technology and software, then students access to curriculum
supports and individualized learning options will increase, and students will graduate on time.

#2 _____
#3 _____
#4 __X__

Specific Activities that will support strategy #5
Activity 5.1
Increase secondary access to Chromebook devices
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 5.1
Teaching and Learning Director
Technology Director
Measures of Evidence for Activity 5.1
 Utilization of technology/software in identified schools and
classrooms.
Activity 5.2
Support online Edgenuity program to increase elective opportunities, credit recovery options
and greater differentiation for secondary students
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 5.2
Teaching and Learning Director
Secondary Building Administrators
Measures of Evidence for Activity 5.2
 Expansion of Edgenuity and professional development on
effective use.
Activity 5.3
Research and purchase additional online K-12 learning management systems K-12 to help
support students and staff for both classroom instruction and distance learning.
Person or Team Responsible for Activity 5.3
Teaching and Learning Director
Technology Director
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Strategy
designed to
achieve your
outcomes

Strategy # 6
Improve district and school communication and engagement with families
specifically for our Spanish speaking community
#1 _____

Which
outcome(s)
will this
strategy
address, and
how?

#2 _x___

If we hire a bilingual district communication and engagement specialist, then the district will be able
to improve communication and engagement with our Spanish speaking families and we will be able
to better support our Spanish speaking students/families.

#3 _____
#4 _____

Specific Activities that will support strategy #6
Activity 6.1
Hire a bilingual communication and engagement support staff
Person or Team Responsible for Activity6.1
Teaching and Learning Director
HR
Measures of Evidence for Activity 6.1
 Job description created and posted
 Position hired
 Increased engagement with Spanish speaking families
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Priorities
How are the resource allocations in your budget reflective of the outcomes you are trying to achieve?

Resource allocations are strategically used to support our identified outcomes with the goal
of reducing academic disparities and proving additional mental and health supports for
students. The funds are allocated in the allowable areas based on our community
engagement process to meet the identified outcomes.
Outcome 1
Outcome 2
Outcome 3
Outcome 4

Increase overall student academic achievement while reducing achievement
gaps.
Improve school climate with greater student access to health, behavioral,
social/emotional, and academic supports.
Consistent, effective, and equitable teaching practices across elementary
schools.
Create more flexible, responsive, engaged, and differentiated learning
experiences.

Each of the allowable investment areas were identified in the process but Health and Safety
and Class Size Reduction categories were the highest priority. However, even with the bulk of
our Class Size Reduction expenditures, we have done so in a strategic manner that increases
student access to supports in academic, health, and social/emotional supports.

Where do you expect to put most of your focus, resources and energy in the first year?

Our goal is to address all areas in the first year if possible. We will prioritize the hiring of the
identified staff positions to help us immediately increase access to the identified academic,
behavioral, health, and social/emotional supports while at the same time reducing class sizes
in our identified areas. The next area of focus would be the curriculum and technology that
would be needed for the newly hired staff, followed by the curriculum and technology
identified to expand our supports.
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Please provide a narrative description of your priorities over the next three years.

Health and Safety-High Priority
With our SIA funding we plan to increase our behavioral and mental health supports for
students and strategically lower class sizes in order to target supports to help increase
academic achievement for our historically underserved students. By increasing counseling
support to make sure there is a full time counselor in every school, we will provide greater
access to preventative SEL counseling supports as well as improve our ability to address
students’ more urgent and immediate needs. Increasing School Nurse FTE and an additional
School Psychologist will also increase access for student health and safety. Based on district
discipline data, targeted supports for students with drug/alcohol/vaping issues and bus safety
are identified areas of need. Funding will include services to address secondary drug and
alcohol issues and an elementary bus monitor.
Class Size Reduction-High Priority
Reducing class sizes at our middle school level where some core courses are at 40+ students
per class is a priority as well. The middle years are a crucial time period for students in
getting them prepared for a successful transition to 9th grade. However, while lowering class
size will help with more individualized attention for struggling students, we will do so in a way
that will also expand SEL and Health class time and curriculum for middle school students,
increase daily PE minutes for better physical and mental health, expand intervention minutes
for identified students, and expand sheltered ELA supports for our ELL students. By adding
teachers, we will split our current Wellness classes into separate PE and Health sections,
adding an extra class period in the school schedule. This will mean that we can add an extra
section to each core content, add electives, and increase the length of time for identified
academic supports while expanding PE and Health minutes for all students. This targeted
approach to adding staff will provide multiple benefits beyond just smaller core class sizes.
We will also target class size reduction at the elementary level based in schools where we see
the most growth. Although we can’t anticipate what grade levels will move into our new
housing developments, we will look to keep primary class sizes lower to ensure we are
building solid literacy and math skills in our younger students. We will also need to provide
furniture, technology, and curriculum for new classrooms we add.
Special Education caseloads are also rising and an increase in student behavioral supports is
needed. We will fund additional Special Education personnel to better support these
students in order to increase their academic achievement and support their emotional needs.
Increased staffing would be directly connected to increased targeted supports for identified
special education students and students struggling with social/emotional, behavior or
academic issues.
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Well Rounded Education-High Priority
Curriculum and technology supports will focus on increasing access for students and
increasing opportunities for support and feedback by providing more personalized
curriculum, supports and culturally responsive curriculum. We will also look to add interim
assessment options to help identify where and how students are struggling before they are
assessed to be able to provide appropriate instructional supports and curricular adjustments.
Additional elementary PE FTE will be hired to help meet state required minutes and provide
additional mental health and behavioral benefits to all students. We will look to hire an
instructional coach and additional Teaching and Learning support to assist with administrator
and teacher best practices and coaching focused on struggling students and provide
additional supports to EL staff and students, SIA implementation, and improved community
engagement with our Spanish speaking families.
Instructional Time-Medium Priority
Our goal is to increase access to our current after school based co-curricular and curricular
programs and activities. We have had these fees in place for decades. Reducing the financial
barrier to participate in courses with lab fees and participation in district sponsored and
funded activities will help increase student access. We will also look to add before and/or
after school programs to provide a positive and supportive environment for students beyond
the traditional school day.
In what ways might your priorities shift within your plan based on resource availability (including human
resources or skilled consultant supports you are planning for)?

Financial resource availability would prioritize our focus on class size, bilingual family
communication position, and possible caseload reduction as these would address the highest
priority identified in our engagement process. If funds were deemed not to be stable to
support the ongoing staffing needs, we would look to identify items in the plan (such as
technology and curriculum) that did not have ongoing year to year costs. In prioritizing which
positions of all the identified staff we would like to hire would be based on need and impact.
For example, middle school class sizes are the highest across the district and the resulting
impact of those targeted class size reductions would include additional academic, behavioral,
and mental health supports. Because it would be a high need area and a wide ranging
impact, middle school staffing would be prioritized. In addition, using our equity lens we
would look to identify the key supports needed for our students in greatest need.
Equity Lens
Describe how you used that tool in your planning work.

We used the equity lens tool in helping us frame how to seek input, looking at the results of
the input and as part of how we reviewed data from our needs assessment. This helped to
highlight our needs and prioritize areas that may not have come through in the majority of
the responses we received. While some of our funding priorities target specific district
populations, even the larger school and district wide priorities are structured in a way to
increase support for targeted populations.
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Section 6: Use of Funds (Application)
Describe how you will utilize SIA funds to meet students’ mental health needs; and increase academic
achievement and reduce academic disparities for the focal student groups called out in the law.

The middle years are a crucial time period for students in getting them prepared for a
successful transition to 9th grade. While lowering class size will help with more individualized
attention for struggling students, we will do so in a way that will also expand SEL and Health
class time and curriculum for middle school students, increase daily PE minutes for better
physical and mental health, expand intervention minutes for identified students, and expand
sheltered ELA supports for our ELL students. In adding teachers, we will split our current
Wellness classes into separate PE and Health sections, adding an extra class period in the
school schedule. This will mean that we can add an extra section to each core content, add
some electives, and increase the length of time for identified academic supports while
expanding PE and Health minutes for all students. This targeted approach to adding staff will
provide multiple benefits beyond just smaller class sizes that will impact student mental
health and focus on reducing academic disparities with targeted interventions.
Special Education caseloads are also rising and an increase in student behavioral supports is
needed. We will fund additional Special Education personnel to better support these students
in order to increase their academic achievement and support their emotional needs.
Increased staffing would be directly connected to increased target supports for identified
special education students and students struggling with social/emotional, behavior or
academic issues.
Our plan increases our behavioral and mental health supports for students and strategically
lower class sizes in order to target supports to help increase academic achievement for our
historically underserved students. By increasing counseling support to make sure there is a
full time counselor in every school, we will provide greater access to preventative SEL
counseling supports as well as improve our ability to address students’ more urgent and
immediate needs.
Teaching and Learning support positions will also target supports and coaching for
implementing consistent, effective instruction to help meet the needs of struggling students,
support the RTI systems in place, and focus on emerging bilingual student supports and
effective instruction.
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Describe the potential academic impact for all students AND the focal student groups based on your plan use
of funds.

The potential impact and ultimate goal for all the initiatives is an increase in academic
achievement for all students while also closing the achievement gaps between the different
student sub groups. By reducing class sizes in specific areas, increasing academic, behavior,
social/emotional, and health supports, and updating technology and curriculum, we hope to
better meet the needs of all students and targeted student groups. The end goal is to reduce
individual barriers in order to access quality instruction so that students can grow
academically.
What barriers, risks, or choices are being made that could impact the potential for focal students to meet the
longitudinal growth targets you’ve drafted or otherwise experience the supports or changes you hope your
plan causes.

Right now the biggest barrier and risk is the stability of the funding based on the ongoing
public health and economic crisis. It is important that SIA funding, whatever level it may be, is
stable and reliable. We would rather delay implementation a year and rollout a scaled back
version that contains secure, ongoing funding than have the funding reduced a year or two
after multiple new staff positions are hired.
Another barrier or risk is the ability to find qualified candidates for each of the positions we
are seeking. We want to hire the best candidate possible and know districts throughout the
state will be hiring for similar positions. There may not be enough candidates in the PortlandMetro area to fill all the positions that are available, creating a disadvantage for districts like
our that sit just outside of the major metropolitan area.

Section 7: Evidence of Board Approval
You will be asked to upload evidence of board approval in an open public meeting and share the link where the
plan exists on a public website.

Section 8: Public Charter Schools
Do you sponsor a public charter school? Yes, the Oregon Trail Academy (OTA).
Did you invite your public charter school(s) to participate in planning and development of your SIA plan?
Yes, the charter school population (staff, parents, community) were part of the entire district engagement
process. The charter school staff, community survey, and community engagement responses were included and
part of the entire district analysis and plan.
Did any public charter schools you invited to participate in your SIA plan decline to participate?
The district discussed the SIA process with the Director and OTA Board Chair and agreed to participate as part of
the entire district rather than engage in the entire process independently.
Describe the process you took to collaborate with public charter school(s) in doing community engagement.
As noted above, the charter school was part of the entire district process described throughout the plan.
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